
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Based Data Fusion 
Approach for a Mouse Model of CLN8 Batten Disease

1 INTRODUCTION
We have characterized the progressive phenotype in the Cln8mnd-/- model of CLN8 Batten disease
from 2 to 8 months of age with a multimodal approach, combining advanced technologies such as
kinematic gait analysis (KGA), MR based imaging techniques (T2, DTI), spectroscopy (1H-MRS),
and metabolic profiling (FDG PET) – see linked poster ID#235 for the study design and original
data.
Our data reveal the distinctly progressive nature of this genetic model both at functional (behavior)
and pathological level, where the majority of readouts suggest clear connections between structure
and function. However, individual phenotypic results and the time course of their development do
capture quantitative connections between the various pathologies. Therefore, we used a PCA
based approach to look at all measured variables together aiming to identify which readouts are
connected in a consistent manner, and further, which combination of readouts best captures the
progressive nature of the disease.
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2 DATA REDUCTION AND FUSION

Figure 1. Diagram of the two-phase data reduction and fusion. First, PCA is applied separately
to the five sets of z-score normalized data. The PCA identifies combinations of original variables
which best explain the variance of original data set. Second, contrastive PCA is applied to the
phase 1 PC scores, resulting combinations (cPCs) which differentiate the Cln8mnd-/- mice from the
WT mice.
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7 MAIN FINDINGS

8 CONCLUSIONS

• Cln8mnd-/- mice show progressive and profound changes in
brain metabolism and anatomy, and gait.

• Using cPCA, we captured the most consistent changes
across these multiple modalities to produce a non-invasive
score of disease progression (cPC1).

• This approach can be utilized in any multi-modal preclinical
models and can lead biomarker tools that are reliable, non-
invasive, and already at use in the clinic.

• Core set of strongly correlated phenotypes which best describe the
progressive nature of the Cln8mnd-/- was identified as cPC1, composed
of:

• Changes in brain metabolism (MRS PC1), associated with decrease
in gait performance (KGA PC1), decreased brain volumes (MRI
PC1), and changes in DTI associated to demyelination (DTI PC1).

• The cPC2, consisting mostly of inversely relative volumes of cerebellum
and striatum (MRI PC3), associated with changes in gait (KGA PC2,
PC3, and PC1), differentiates 2 months old Cln8mnd-/- from WT.
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4 PHASE 1 PC SCORES

Figure 3. Phase 1 Principal Component scores corresponding to PCs in
Fig. 2. Data is presented as boxplots. The percentage numbers indicate
variance explained by the corresponding PC.

5 CONTRASTIVE PCS

Figure 4. Contrastive principal components shown as heatmap. The most strongly
correlated phase 1 components in the cPCs are presented as color coded bar graphs.

Figure 5. Final principal component scores, pooled genders (top) and genders separately (bottom). The first
component, most emphasized by MRS PC2, KGA PC1, MRI PC1 and 2, and DTI PC1, demonstrate progressively
increasing phenotype difference (*) in both genders. The cPC2, consisting mostly of MRI PC3 and KGA PC1-3, reveals
phenotype difference at 2 months of age in Cln8mnd-/- in both genders. Data is presented as boxplots. LMM followed by
estimated marginal means *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001

6 FINAL RESULTS

3 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE MODALITIES

Figure 2. Three first principal components of each five modalities, shown as heatmaps, illustrate the identified correlation structure within each
dataset. Strong cell color, red or blue, indicates that the variable has high loading in the corresponding PC. Moreover, a set of variables with high loadings
within the same PC are strongly correlated. The correlation between variables of same color is positive (red or blue), and negative in case of opposite
colors (red and blue). For example, in MRI PC1, volumes of striatum, whole brain and cortex are correlated directly. In MRI PC3, cerebellum and striatum
correlate inversely. On bottom left, interpretations of the principal components are based on findings which variables are most strongly correlated within
each component.
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MRI FDG MRS KGA

DTI

PC# Interpretation ANOVA (GT)
1 Overall speed and trotting ****
2 Overall Hip height and Toe clearance (-), Retraction *
3 Joint angles, Swing jerk metric, Vertical ROM (-)
1 Overall SUV *
2 Amygdala (-), Cortex (-), Basal Foreb. Septum (-) **
3 Olf. Bulb, Brain stem (-), Cerebellum, Hypoth. (-)
1 Overall decrease of volume except cerebellum ****
2 Hippocampus, Cortex (-)
3 Cerebellum (-), Striatum *
1 CR+PCr, GLU+GLN, CHO, NAA+NAAG *
2 INS, GLN, GPC, NAA (-), NAA+NAAG (-) ****
3 Cr, PCr (-), GSH (-), Glc, PCh
1 FA (ic,cp,ec,aca) (-), RD (cp,opt,ic,aca) ****
2 AD (bcc,gcc), FA (scc (-), fmi), RD (scc,bcc)
3 RD (ec,scc), AD (ec,scc,ic)
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